WELL
MADE
HOME
GOODS

MINIMAL MEDITERRANEAN
BARCELONA BRAND

we make
simple and quality items are our core
and we do our best to design only
useful products that we can produce
with best and durable materials. The
mediterranean is our inspiration and
the minimal is our 'less'.

we believe in sustainability
and we care about the
time you can use any of
our products. we care
about durability, because
we want less, but better.

we spent a big amount of time looking
for fabrics and fair producers. We look
for them around Europe, and
sometimes we found them close to us,
but sometimes we have to go very
north. And we love them all.

create means a lot of people involved.
Our providers are the best in their field of
work. They are not the biggest, they are
not the successful (sometimes), but we
trust them because they care about our
work and also about our customers. And
we are so proud of it.

we like basics, but we like
change also. So, we do it in
limited editions to let our mind
fly to new designs and other
stuff.
because we do small, we need extra
help to produce some of your items
when we do wholesalers. No worries,
we've got a very good sewing atelier to
help us to produce in time your very
big orders. So, we are glad to accept
any order.

we do simple
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SIMPLE LIFE. comfort
living. things that
MATTERS. CARE. textures.
color. NICE gatherings.
well made
The day we decided to produce a
new collection, we decided another
thing too. We always do simple,
even if it’s hard way, but that day
we choose also ‘well made’.
And that’s not simple, trust me.
But we started. So we do simple,
comfortable and we do well_

BASICS

KITCHEN

GARDEN

TO CARRY ON

LIVING

BEDDING

BASICS

living

JAPANESE LINEN APRON

cushion covers

2 colors, 4 sizes

2
2
3
2

JAPANESE DENIM APRON

sizes
finishings
base colors
texturisez fronts

denim, 4 sizes

cHILDREN DENIM APRON

yellow combo
Blue combo
Navy combo

denim, unique size

KITCHEN
COTTON HALF APRON
checks pattern, unique size

KITCHEN SET IN BLUE
2 colors: cobalt + steel blue

set 2 tea towels
set 2 pot holders

bedding
linen pillowcases
4 colors, set of 2

cotton pillowcases
2 colors, set of 2

laundry bag
3 colors

KITCHEN SET IN STRIPES
stripes pattern

to carry on
set 2 tea towels
set 2 pot holders

maxi zipper pouch
1 colors, maxi size

GARDEN
COTTON JAPANESE APRON
2 colors, 3 sizes

COTTON HALF APRON GARDEN
2 colors, unique size

DENIM HALF APRON
denim, 3 straps models

mini zipper pouch
2 colors, mini size

HOST US!

JOIN US!

farostore.net/RETAILERS-CATALOG

farostore.net/PRESS-ACCESS

EMAIL US:
RETAILERS@FAROSTORENET

EMAIL US:
PRESS@FAROSTORENET

from barcelona | farostore.net | @faro_store | HELLO@farostore.net

